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GIS JOURNEY VIDEO (9 minutes) 

http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/science/technology-sci/gis_journey/ 

 

Layers of Asia_ A GIS Journey Through our World.flv
http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/science/technology-sci/gis_journey/
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Presentation Topics ? 

• Akif 

• Caroline 
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• Nazire 

• Orhan 

• Pedram 

 

 

 

May10 

May 24 

Please send me your topic and paper that you want to present by 

email until May 1! 

Cancer prevention 

Agriculture management 

Land-use planning 

Water resources 

Wastewater 

Economy 

Population and elections 

Mining 

Forestry 

Transportation 

Air pollution 

Climate change 

Biodiversity conservation 

Natural hazards 

…….. 



GIS DAY 
• The worldwide celebration of GIS Day is on the 

second Wednesday of November. 

• The first formal GIS Day took place in 1999 by 
ESRI. 

• GIS Day provides an international forum for 
users of GIS technology to demonstrate real-
world applications that are making a difference in 
our society. 

gis-day-2012-promo_960.mp4


Overview of Geographic Referencing Systems  

• GISs bring together and associate representations 
from diverse sources and infer relationships based 
on spatial references 

• This ability depends on the data sources using well 
defined coordinate referencing systems 

• This is not to say that the coordinate systems need 
to be the same for each data source 

• The relationship between the coordinate 
references needs to be well described 



• Latitude and Longitude provide a framework for 
referencing places on the Earth. 

• Latitude and Longitude are angles, not, measures 
of distance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• In order to portray our information on maps or for 
making calculations, we need to transform these 
angular measures to cartesian coordinates. 

▫ One degree of 
longitude at 
equator = 111 km 

▫ One degree of 
longitude at 60° 
latitude = 55 km 

 



Map projections use Cartesian coordinates 

• A projected coordinate system is any coordinate system 
designed for a flat surface. The Cartesian coordinate system 
uses two axes: one horizontal (x), representing east–west, 
and one vertical (y), representing north–south. Projected 
coordinate systems also use a z-value to measure elevation 
above or below mean sea level. 

It gets its name from one of the first people known to have used it, the French mathematician 

and philosopher René Descartes (1596-1650). The Cartesian coordinate system (rectangular 

coordinates) is used to define positions on computer displays. 



• When creating maps and GIS data files, we are 
viewing the Earth's surface in only 2 dimensions 

• We must have a way to convert the curved 
surface of the Earth to a flat plane 

• A projection is simply the mathematical 
process by which geographic locations are 
converted from a 3D sphere to a 2D flat surface 



the area of least distortion 

occurs where the projection 

plane touches the model of the 

Earth 

There are a number of 

common projection types 

used around the world. 

See 

navigation 

Flight 

navigation 



Other projection 

methods are based on more 

complicated, and instead of 

points of tangency, special 

cases of these projections 

can be made by adjusting 

their Standard 

Parallels or Central 

Meridians 



• One of the oldest and most common is the Mercator Projection, 
(which uses the cylindrical projection method) 

• This projection is useful for showing the entire Earth on a flat sheet of 
paper, but is rather inaccurate. Locations at the equator are correct, 
but the map becomes more distorted as one moves to higher latitudes 

• Another common projection, and one used in ArcGIS is the 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). This is another 
cylindrical projection, but it uses 2 opposite meridian lines to trace a 
cylinder tangent to the Earth's surface 



Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

• It was developed by US Army in 1940s 
• It is not a single map projection  
• It divides the Earth into 60 zones, each of them is 

6° of longitude wide 
• It uses a secant transverse Mercator projection in 

each zone 
• Zones starts at 180° and progressing to the east. 
• Great for small areas 

▫ minimal map distortion  
▫ distortion greater at edge of zones 

 

 



Universal Transverse Mercator is a very common 

projection in GIS. 

 

 

Earth is covered by 1200 UTM grid zones 



• Every 2D projection of the Earth's surface is 
distorted in some way. A map can show one or 
more, (but never all) of the following: 

▫ true direction 

▫ true distance 

▫ true area 

▫ true shape 

Peel an orange and try to flatten 

the peels on a table. It cannot 

be completely flattened unless 

compressed, stretched or torn 

apart. 



Given this problem of distortion, cartographers have invented a number of 
different projections that do some things better than others, and these 
are selected depending on the expected use of the map. 

There are 3 main types of projections: 

▫ Equal Area Projections - preserve the area of features by assigning them an 
area on the map that is proportional to their area on the Earth 

▫ Conformal Projections - preserve the shape of small features and show 
directions correctly 

▫ Equidistant Projections - preserve distances to places from one or two points 

• Many map projections are designed for specific purposes. One map 
projection might be used for preserving shape while another might be 
used for preserving the area (conformal versus equal-area projections). 



Choosing Projections Steps 

• Size of area interest  

▫ Small area has little distortion 

choose any projection 

 

• Latitude of area of interest 

 

▫ Low latitude->Cylindrical 

▫ Mid Latitude-> Conical 

▫ Polar Latitude-> Planar 

• Shape of area of interest 

▫ E-W extent-> conic or 

cylindrical 

▫ N-S Extent-> Cylindirical 

▫ Square or circular -> planar 

• For what purpose 

▫ Navigation-> planar or 

cylindrical 

▫ World distribution-> 

Cylndirical 

▫ Specific Location-> Planar 



Summary of Projections 

• If the coordinates are unprojected latitude and 
longitude, the coordinate system is known 
as Geographic Coordinates (GCS). 

• If the geometry in the datsaset is expressed 
in Projected Coordinates then the metadata 
should specify the following: 

▫ Projection Method 

▫ Coordinate Units (Meters etc.) 

 



What is Datum? 

• A map is a flat 
representation of a globe 

• A map projection is a 
systematic transfer of points 
on a curved surface to a flat 
projection surface 

 
 

Modeling the Earth? = Shape and Size of the Earth? 



 

What is the shape of Earth? 

 



Earth as a Geoid 

The first approximation to 
Earth is considered as a 
sphere… 

Its figure is more closely 
represented by an ellipse of 
rotation (ellipsoid) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hydrology.uni-kiel.de/lehre/vorlesung/ws04-

05/vl_msc0104_02.pdf 

Earth is not precisely sphere.  

 
It is called a Geoid. The geoid surface is 

irregular 

The geoid, simply stated, is the shape that the surface of the oceans would take 

under the influence of gravity. 

http://www.hydrology.uni-kiel.de/lehre/vorlesung/ws04-05/vl_msc0104_02.pdf
http://www.hydrology.uni-kiel.de/lehre/vorlesung/ws04-05/vl_msc0104_02.pdf
http://www.hydrology.uni-kiel.de/lehre/vorlesung/ws04-05/vl_msc0104_02.pdf
http://www.hydrology.uni-kiel.de/lehre/vorlesung/ws04-05/vl_msc0104_02.pdf
http://www.hydrology.uni-kiel.de/lehre/vorlesung/ws04-05/vl_msc0104_02.pdf


Geoid-Ellipsoid 
• A GEOID is the earth’s actual shape 

• An ELLIPSOID is created by rotating an ellipse 
about either major axis or minor axis 

• ELLIPSOID approximates the GEOID in size and 
position 

• Different ellipsoids in use. They differ in 
equatorial radius and flattening as well as 
positioning of their center. 

 



Datum = Earth Model 
• A datum is essentially a surveyed set of benchmarks that create the best 

possible estimation of the shape of the Earth 

• Recent satellite data has provided new  measurements to define the best 
earth-fitting spheroid, that relates coordinates to the Earth's center of mass.  

• An earth-centered (geocentric) datum uses the Earth's center of mass as the 
origin. The most recently developed and widely used datum is WGS 1984. 

• A local datum (topocentric) aligns its spheroid to closely fit the earth's 
surface in a particular area. The coordinates of the origin point are fixed, 
and all other points are calculated from it. 



Datum 

• Provides reference surface for obtaining 
horizontal and vertical position 

• Datum includes: 

▫ size and shape of the earth model 

▫ origin and orientation of the coordinate systems 
used to map the earth 

▫ Set of control points and their coordinates 

• There are hundreds of different datums, many 
specific to countries or continents 

 



Datums and Ellipsoids  

 

NAD 1983     Satellite derived - Ellipsoid Centered -          GRS 1980  

WGS 1984    Satellite derived - Ellipsoid Centered -          WGS 1984  

NAD 1927     Initial point - origin Meads Ranch, Kansas -  Clarke1866 

ED 1950        Initial point - origin Mesedag, Ankara -          Int. 1924 

Major Datums                                                                                Ellipsoids 

Most recently developed geocentric datum is WGS84 (has own WGS84 ellipsoid) 

Very common datum used with GPS receivers 

 



 When GPS points don’t align with GIS Data   

• There are huge errors…data points 
do not overlay  

• Features could be displayed  in 
wrong place  

Most likely a projection issue if: 



 When GPS points don’t align with GIS Data   

• GPS data overlays with GIS data, but 
off by several hundred meters 

• Differences between ED50 and 
WGS84 will be in the order of 100 
meters 

• This creates problems when doing 
analysis 

Possibly a datum issue if: 



Projected 
coordinates 

e.g. UTM ED50 
Zone 35 

Projected 
coordinates 

e.g. GK ED50 
Zone 10 

Geographic 
coordinates 

ED50 

Case 1: From one projection to another – same datum 

Case 2: From one projection to another – different datum 

Projected 
coordinates 

e.g. UTM ED50 
Zone 35 

Projected 
coordinates 

e.g. GK WGS84 
Zone 10 

Geographic 
coordinates 

ED50 

Geographic 
coordinates 

WGS84 

Datum transformation 



What is next? 

• Working with tables 

• Topology 


